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Abstract
In recent research, Google Trends data has been identi�ed as a potentially useful data source to
complement or even replace otherwise traditional data for predicting migration �ows. However, the
research on this is in its infancy, and as of yet suffers from a distinctive Western bias both in the topics
covered as in the applicability of the methods. To examine its wider utility, this paper evaluates the
predictive potential of Google Trends data, which captures Google search frequencies, but applies it to the
case of Japanese migration �ows to Europe. By doing so, we focus on some of the speci�c challenging
aspects of the Japanese language, such as its various writing systems, and of its migration �ows,
characterized by its relative stability and sometimes limit size. In addition, this research investigates to
what extent Google Trends data can be used to empirically test theory in the form of the aspirations and
(cap)ability approach. The results show that after careful consideration, this method has the potential to
reach satisfactory predictions, but that there are many obstacles to overcome. As such, su�cient care
and prior investigation are paramount when attempting this method for less straightforward cases, and
additional studies need to address some of the key limitations more in detail to validate or annul some of
the �ndings presented here.

1. Introduction
Migration studies remain hampered by several issues, key of which is the limited availability of reliable
and up-to-date migration data [55]. Ahmad-Yar and Bircan [3] identify several issues, from the multiplicity
of measuring �ows and de�ning stocks by governments and organizations, to the delay with which data
is published. Furthermore, there is no comprehensive information on why people migrate. These
compounding issues make migration predictions di�cult and have an immediate impact on both policy
and research. 

During the past decades, however, new forms of data have emerged, primarily centered around the use of
the internet and devices connected to it. Central are so-called big data de�ned as an “information asset
characterized” by “High Volume, Velocity and Variety” [23]. Important for international migration are
sources where either “the primary usage is for geolocation” such as mobile device GPS signals or geotags
on social media, or data with a location component as part of its “digital exhaust” [22], allowing people’s
movements to be tracked. 

There has been an increasing interest from migration scholars in using big data originating from social
media [24], such as LinkedIn [48], Twitter [31, 57] or Facebook [46, 52, 59], but also from mobile phones
[8]. Google search data too is fertile soil for research due to Google’s popularity as a search engine and its
free-to-use analytics. Applications range from economics, tourism, medicine to health [33, 36]. Also
migration research aims to improve models for predicting migration �ows through Google search data
with some success [9, 54]. 
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Search data also hold promise from theoretical reasons. Scholars have started to approach migration as
a combination of aspirations to migrate and the ability to do so as elements preceding any form of
migration [21]. Aspirations are brought about through their interaction with the migration environment
and an individual’s characteristics [14]. Yet gaining comparative insight into people’s migration intentions
and aspirations remains challenging. Some research uses the Gallup World Poll (GWP) to measure
country-level aspirations [25, 35, 39]. Yet, the GWP has problems as its few questions can be di�cult to
interpret (counterfactual) and only inquire about permanent migration [14]. Also, accessing these micro-
data is expensive, thus barring a wider audience with limited resources. 

This is where free-to-access online search data may serve as an alternative to capture migration
intentions and aspirations. International migration is a major decision for individuals or households.
These decisions and subsequent preparations are accompanied by a search for information to facilitate
this movement [55]. These searches thus re�ect to some extent the aspirations to migrate, taking place
before actual mobility. 

More research is necessary to determine to what extent Google search data can be a valid source of data.
Previous research has mainly focused on Google searches in Western languages and migration between
Western countries (with [17] as a notable exception). So, despite the critical nature of both language and
writing systems for this search activity how these aspects impact data and thus research on migration
using this data, has been underexplored.

Therefore, the �rst aim of this study is to examine how language and the writing systems used by
prospective migrants impact Google Trends data and its potential for estimating migration �ows. We
examine this question with the case-study of Japanese immigration to Europe, more speci�cally to
Germany, the United Kingdom and France as three major European countries of destination, in addition to
Belgium and the Netherlands as two smaller ones. Japan is linguistically homogenous, but its language
is complicated, having two syllabaries and one logographic system, resulting in myriad ways of looking
up information online.[1] While non-Western languages are considered an additional complication in
research utilizing Google Trends and are subsequently avoided [9], we purposefully include its
examination as a distinctive research aim. Moreover, Japanese migration to Europe as a topic in itself is
understudied, both in English and Japanese language research. All these elements combined make
Japanese immigration a compelling but challenging case to examine Google search data for predicting
immigration �ows.

The second aim is to examine how well immigration from Japan to Europe can be estimated using
Google search data based on the methods of preceding migration research. Here, we rely on the migration
process framework as explained by Carling [12-13] and de Haas [20-21]. We hypothesize that migration
aspirations translate into an active search for information. This search for information can partly be
captured by online search activity, such as in Google. And if more people are aspiring and later planning
to migrate, more people should be searching for information. So, all else equal, this increase (or decrease
if aspirations temper) in searches may be re�ected in Google search activity which can be interpreted by
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Google Trends data. Lastly, the increase or decrease in Google search activity may consequently re�ect
actual (subsequent) movement. 

1With the exception of names and romanization methods preferred by original sources, this paper uses
the Traditional Hepburn romanization of the Japanese language. All translations are done by the author. 

2. Migration Theories And Alternative Data Sources
Migration as a multidimensional phenomenon has long eluded coherent theorization. Traditional theories
on the initiation of migration focus one-dimensionally on economic factors [37]. More recent research
similarly focuses on speci�c drivers of migration, such as socio-economic (e.g., education), institutional
(e.g., migration policies and civil rights) and socio-cultural factors (e.g., social networks, cultural ties).
This multidimensionality re�ects the inherent complexity of migration [7, 15, 18]. As such, theories that
aim to explain why people migrate face continued criticism. Massey et al. already noted how migration
studies lack a commonly accepted theoretical framework [38] and more recently Amelina and Horvarth [5]
argued how linking migration studies to general social theory is a key challenge for the future of the �eld.

An attempt to address these critiques is the aspirations-(cap)ability approach, most notably proposed by
Carling [12] and elaborated upon by de Haas [20-21]. The framework goes beyond the one-dimensional
focus on migration determinants by conceptualizing migration as a combination of aspirations to
migrate and the ability to do so. Patterns of aspirations develop in the interaction of the migration
environment with individual characteristics [14]. Whereas Carling [12] developed the framework to deal
with ‘involuntary immobility’ (i.e., aspiring but unable to migrate), de Haas [19-21] reframed ability as
‘capabilities’, based on Sen’s capabilities approach. He considers aspirations as a function of “people’s
general life aspirations and perceived spatial opportunity structures” and capabilities as dependent on
“positive and negative liberties” people experience [20-21]. Migration aspirations are typically seen as
static factors: one either aspires to migrate or one does not. And those with the ability to do so, end up
migrating.

Yet migration aspirations themselves can be in�uenced by capabilities, which is why a more nuanced
understanding of these dynamic aspirations is paramount. Some researchers have hinted at this dynamic
nature. Migali et al. [39] showed with GWP data how more people aspire (intend) to migrate than end up
preparing for it in the next 12 months, illustrating that not everyone that wishes to migrate end up
moving. Carling and Schewel [14] noted similarly how with increased speci�city of migration-related
questions in the GWP, the answers can differ greatly. While these studies recognize nuances in migration
aspirations and preparations, empirical application remains limited largely due to the di�culty in
capturing these distinctions.

A reason for these limited applications is the paucity of reliable and accurate data. Despite efforts by
governments and organizations, traditional migration statistics have not improved notably [3]. In an
attempt to �nd alternatives to inadequate o�cial data sources, researchers have turned to various forms
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of big data. Zagheni and Weber [58] used Yahoo! e-mail data to estimate the rates of international
migration. They discovered e-mail data have the potential to complement existing data for increased
accuracy in developed countries. Together with Gummadi [59], these authors later measured migration
stocks with Facebook advertising data containing socio-demographic data of its users. The authors see
the potential of digital data, not only for migration but for investigating all kinds of demographic
elements – �nding it particularly promising for countries lacking the o�cial infrastructure to track
migration in an organized way. Zagheni et al. [57] used Twitter data of a subset of about 500,000 users in
OECD countries to infer migration patterns. They found that, although di�cult to predict overall variability,
Twitter data was useful for predicting signi�cant turning points in migration trends. Around the same
time, State et al. [48] used LinkedIn data (geolocated career histories) to examine trends in the migration
of professional workers. While the authors did not focus on prediction, the data showed levels of
granularity that are di�cult to �nd in national statistics, especially since these are typically not easy to
compare cross-nationally. Combinations of these new data and traditional sources have also added
depth to investigations. For instance, Yildiz et al. [56] combine bilateral migrant stocks with Facebook
monthly and daily active user data to construct a Bayesian hierarchical model for EU migration stocks.
Other research uses the same social media data, adjusted for bias, and combines this with traditional
survey data to produce so-called “nowcasts” of migrant stocks in the United States [4].

Prediction with big data entered a new chapter with the help of data generated by internet search engines.
In particular Google, both due to its increasing popularity and it being the default search engine on lower-
end smartphones,[1] has been used frequently in academic research. Speci�cally, Google Trends, a
platform that maps the relative popularity of search terms across different locations has been a crucial
new data source. A pioneering application was by the hand of Ginsberg et al. [28] who matched Google
searches on the �u to actual levels of in�uenza. Since then, applications using Google Trends data to
forecast events have proliferated in the �elds of economics, tourism, medicine and health, to information
technology [33, 36]. More recently new �elds of investigation have opened up, dealing with novel topics
such as forecasting unemployment insurance claims following hurricanes [1], vaccine hesitancy and anti-
vaccination sentiments in the context of Covid-19 [42], and cross-national investigations in more
established areas, such as disease modelling of Covid-19 for a range of European countries [49].

Applications to migration studies followed suit. In 2016, a study by Vicéns-Feliberty and Ricketts
analyzed searches of Puerto Ricans on migration to the United States, and to �ve states popular among
Puerto Rican migrants [53]. Based on Google search data, they found that different states were popular
for different reasons (job-related reasons, family considerations, and political party). In 2017, Connor
successfully tracked the movements of refugees by examining the internet searches in Arabic for the
word ‘Greece’ within Turkey, an important migration corridor into Europe [17]. Even trends within a single
day could be discovered with hourly data. Kostakos et al. [34], also focused on refugees, investigated
whether search data could improve the forecasting of their arrivals in Greece. 

Böhme et al. [9] showed how Google search information (in English, French, and Spanish) can
successfully be used to predict bilateral migration �ows as search hits seem to re�ect the intention to
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migrate. The predictions with these data outperformed models based solely on traditional data, such as
GDP and unemployment rates. The Google Trends Index the authors constructed was also used by
Golenvaux et al. [30] in the same languages to test a long short-term memory (LSTM) approach which
included Google search data against a linear gravity model (a more traditional approach), and an arti�cial
neural network (ANN) model. Both models were outperformed by the LSTM approach combining Google
data, illustrating its potential. Wanner [54] opted for a simpli�ed approach to the above studies. Instead
of using a long list of possible keywords and coopting these in more elaborate models, he used one key
phrase in the dominant language of the country of origin (‘working in Swiss’) to predict the predominant
labor migration from Spain, Italy, France, and Germany to Switzerland. By linear regression and taking
into account speci�c periods of lag (i.e., a delay between when a search action is executed and when one
actually moves), he successfully predicted to some extent migration �ows from Spain and Italy albeit
with less convincing results for France. Avramescu and Wiśniowski [6] followed a similar approach with
Google Trends Indexes in English and Romanian, constructing composite variables capturing the interest
of Romanians migrating to the United Kingdom. Their indices for employment and education managed to
match the trends of o�cial migration statistics, proving the data’s potential for further research. Research
by Fantazzini et al. [26] on internal migration in Russia using Google data was less successful, although
they did succeed in reducing forecasting errors by including the data into a larger model.[2] 

These studies have advanced the examination of alternative data sources substantially. However, deeper
empirical investigations of how Google search data may be integrated in furthering theory, such as the
aspirations-(cap)ability framework [12-14, 21], are limited. In addition, barring a few exceptions, the
research has suffered from a predominantly Western bias. Consequently, our understanding of the wider
applicability covering other regions is still lacking. 

1This is an important point of access for developing regions which increasingly rely on mobile internet
infrastructures. 
2It should be noted that Google’s market share at the time of their investigation only reached
approximately 45%, being outperformed by Russia’s domestic provider Yandex. This naturally has
implications on the external validity of the data.

3. Japanese Migration To Europe
Research into modern Japanese migration to Europe is mainly historical in nature, often dividing the
narrative in a pre- and post-World War II one. Before World War II, Japanese migration �ows consisted
mainly of colonial migration to countries in East and Southeast Asia [11, 50], and labor migration to the
Americas [2, 40]. Compared to the �ows to Asia and America, migration �ows to overseas communities in
Europe were much smaller. Based on �gures from the Kodansha Encyclopedia of Japan, James Stanlaw
[47] estimated that the number of Japanese emigrants to Europe in the pre-World War II period (1868-
1941) did not exceed 7,980. In comparison, the Korean Peninsula alone witnessed 712,583 Japanese
arriving in the same period. 
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After the war, Japanese migration became predominantly economic in nature. Taking the center stage in
this era are Japanese multinationals, typically featuring local headquarters or branch o�ces in Europe
employing Japanese on a rotation base either as trainees or managers [44]. A clear example is Toyota’s
European headquarters in Belgium (founded in 1963 in Denmark) with various vehicle and engine
manufacturing plants in addition to design and R&D centers across Europe [51]. Following Bonacich’s
theory [10], Lucie Cheng and Marian Katz [16] consider these Japanese expats as “middleman minorities”
living “close by each other, establish(ing) Japanese schools for their children, giv(ing) rise to
neighborhood markets that speak Japanese and stock(ing) Japanese food, and in general maintain(ing)
a distinctively Japanese community” (p.60). 

Little research is dedicated to these contemporary migrant groups in the context of movement to Europe.
Compared to the United States, which has an established tradition of studying incoming (East-)Asian
migration �ows, existing European studies focus primarily on limited cases of post-colonial Asian
migration patterns [43]. Migration from Japan to Europe speci�cally is rarely touched upon, with notable
exceptions such as the pioneering work by Glebe [29] on the Japanese community in Düsseldorf,
Germany. English language quantitative analyses are likewise scarce. 

The research presented here aims to contribute to the three areas of study presented above. First, it aims
to further the examination of the framework established by Carling [12] and de Haas [20-21] dealing with
migration aspirations speci�cally, by making use of alternative data (Google Trends). Next, we widen the
investigation of Google Trends by analyzing its applicability to other areas and languages (Japanese).
Last, this research contributes to the topical lacuna of Japanese immigration to Europe.

4. Data And Methods

4.1 Data
This study makes use of several datasets. A �rst dataset consists of o�cial immigration �gures. The �rst
target was to obtain the monthly data for each country to construct a detailed analysis and examine the
results based on different lags (in months) between search and movement. However, these data are not
always readily available. The statistical agencies of the different countries were contacted by email with
the request for access, but only the representatives of Belgium replied positively to this inquiry.[1] The
other countries stated that monthly numbers are not available and refer to the yearly data.[2] Other
research has implicitly encountered the same limitation and has successfully used yearly data instead [9,
30]. For yearly �gures, OECD data proved to be more complete than Eurostat data when consulted. For
instance, entries for Germany after 2008 were missing. When necessary, the data were supplemented with
numbers of the national statistical agencies.[3] The immigration �ow data for the United Kingdom are
based on the yearly “International Passenger Surveys”. It should be noted here that these survey-numbers
are not accurate immigration �gures and are rounded to one hundred.
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Next, Google Trends data are used (trends.google.com). This tool allows extraction of the relative search
frequency of one or a set of keywords input in google in a speci�c geographic entity. Data is available for
free from 2004 onwards. The relative frequency is indicated by a number between 0 and 100 (low to high
search intensity) and is provided for each month in the time series speci�ed. Absolute frequencies are not
made public due to privacy concerns. While Google’s market share in Japan is not as high as in the U.S.
or Europe, it is still over 70% for the period January 2009 to December 2021 according to StatCounter
(https://gs.statcounter.com/search-engine-market-share/all/japan retrieved on January 8, 2022). Also,
according to the International Telecommunication Union, internet is widely accessible in Japan [32].[4]

Google Trends data are investigated for two periods: 2006-2019 and 2011-2019. Similar to previous
research, 2006 is selected as a starting point because it coincides with a more widespread adoption of
Google. We end with 2019 because, at the time of research, national statistics of 2020 were not yet
available. We opt for this double approach because Google implemented an algorithm change in 2011.
Depending on the keyword input, stark differences can be seen in the time series pre-and post-2011 data
(see supplementary data). Since Google Trends is a relative index, it is not possible to use the same
dataset and investigate the post-2011 numbers separately as the numbers are in relation to all the data in
the set. Each new period under investigation necessitates a fresh generation and extraction of Google
search frequencies.

For the sections where only country names were used (see methods), the data for Belgium is only
considered until May 2018. Due to the popularity of the World Cup football game Japan-Belgium on July
2, 2018, any search action that only takes into account the Japanese word for ‘Belgium’ culminated in an
excessive peak around this date, thus skewing all the relating data.

Next, we make use of an existing keyword list generated by Böhme et al. [9]. This list has been
successfully used in another research too [30]. In this study, the list is modi�ed and translated to suit the
speci�c context of Japanese immigration. Here, the focus is solely on the Japanese language. Despite
mandatory English classes in the Japanese education system, English is not routinely used by native
Japanese to the extent that it could realistically be captured by online search activities. As a
consequence, Google searches in English would primarily capture the search activities of foreign
nationals in Japan. Since these people are typically not included in o�cial immigration statistics
counting Japanese citizens entering a country, including non-Japanese Google searches in the Google
Trends data would add additional bias to the analysis. As such, the focus is on Japanese language
speci�cally to target the searches of Japanese nationals. 

In addition, the Japanese language is su�ciently complicated to warrant a standalone investigation as it
has several writing systems. 1) Kanji originates from Chinese characters and is mainly used for kango or
Sino-Japanese words. Most nouns and parts of adjectives are written in kanji (e.g., ‘music’ , or the �rst
character of ‘beautiful’ ). 2) Hiragana is primarily used for grammatical su�xes of words (for instance
endings to denote the past tense of adjectives or adverbs such as the aforementioned ‘beautiful’  

) and grammatical elements in sentences (e.g.  can mark the topic of a sentence or indicate
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contrast). 3) Katakana on the other hand is mostly used for loanwords, scienti�c words, and other
imported terminology such as IT-related jargon. While 4) rōmaji is rarely used by itself, it can be used to
input Japanese on digital devices. Several systems of transcribing a Japanese pronunciation to Latin
script exist. We only consider the Hepburn and Nihon Shiki systems here. The former is used primarily by
non-native speakers, and the latter is the main system used by native Japanese speakers.

The speci�c di�culty with applying the Japanese language to research with Google Trends is twofold:
�rst, the different writing systems are not always mutually exclusive. For instance, the same Japanese
word for ‘beautiful’ can be written both in kanji and hiragana (  or  ). Both versions of this word are
commonly used although for most kanji is preferred due to the second complication: Japanese is rife
with homophones (see supplementary data for examples).[5] As such, using kanji would be the logical
option for searching online, but being a logographic system as opposed to a simple alphabet, not all
characters are equally well known. Their sheer number can make kanji di�cult, so even well-educated
Japanese typically have not memorized all of them [41].[6] In case of ambiguity or uncertainty, one may
opt to use hiragana when searching the internet. 

4.2 Methods
The method of clarifying this as it relates to our research is straightforward. Based on the keyword list by
Böhme et al. [9], 20 migration-related keywords were selected. This list is supplemented with ten
keywords that focus on the speci�c Japanese migration experience, so centering around overseas study
(e.g., ‘study’ or ‘scholarship’), expats (e.g., ‘insurance,’ ‘work,’ or ‘tax’), and overseas Japanese communities
(e.g., ‘Japanese food’ or ‘Japanese Association’). 

Each keyword is inputted and compared in Google Trends in as many ways as possible. Concretely this
means that, when possible, the same word was input in 1) kanji, 2) hiragana, 3) katakana, 4)
rōmaji (Hepburn system), 5) rōmaji (Nihon Shiki system) (see �gure 1 for an example). Loanwords in
katakana do not have a kanji-equivalent so this option is left out for these words, resulting in two sets of
words: a) kango or Sino-Japanese words which have a kanji equivalent (24 words), and b) loanwords
that are predominantly katakana and do not have a directly corresponding kanji (six words).  Next, the
time series of the different inputs for every keyword in Google Trends are compared to come to an
understanding of how these different systems impact the data that can be extracted. 

To predict migration with Google search data, we start with the same keyword list by Böhme et al. [9].
Whereas research by Golenvaux et al. [30] successfully used the list unmodi�ed to predict immigration, to
use it for Japanese migration it a) needs to be adjusted to re�ect the speci�c nature of Japanese
migration and b) needs to be translated taking into account the speci�city of the Japanese language.
Concretely, most words dealing with topics such as ‘asylum’ or ‘smuggling’ were deleted as these are not
relevant for Japanese immigration to Europe, and words such as ‘insurance’ or ‘studying overseas’ were
added. Also, words such as ‘migration’ and ‘migrating’, while different in English, are differentiated in
Japanese only by grammatical sentence constructions (e.g., ijū and ijū suru). The words containing the
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meaning of the words do not include these grammatical differentiators.  This means that these keywords
are identical in Japanese.

Finally, following the �ndings of examining the different writing systems, the words are translated and
transcribed resulting in a list of 90 words (table 1). For some words, compound search terms are also
constructed, both to boost measurable search frequencies by Google where results were lacking and
subsequently to promote data extraction, and to address the issue of synonyms. For instance, we
combined the words ‘consulate’ and ‘embassy’, and operated the search term as follows in combination
with ‘Paris’:    +   (‘Paris consulate + Paris embassy’)

For determining the predictive power of Google Trends, several approaches are examined. As a �rst step,
a straightforward approach is used, following Wanner [54]. The keywords are inputted in Google Trends
together with the Japanese word for each country. For instance ‘study (in) France’ would be translated
into  . Monthly time series of Google Trends (ranging from 0 to 100) are downloaded for 2006 to
2019 and 2011 through 2019 and are aggregated for each year t in Japan (ja) as location.[1] The
resulting time series are labeled as bilateral Google Trends indexes (GTIbiljat). We estimate linear
regression models via ordinary least squares method (OLS) to examine the relationship between
immigration (yt = the number of moves in year t), and the relative number of searches in year t conducted
in Japan (ja), expressed by GTIbiljat.

In a second step, we follow Golenveaux et al. [30] and Böhme et al. [9] and construct an interaction term
consisting of additional Google Trends indexes: GTIunijat x GTIdestjat.[2] Whereas the aforementioned
authors construct one Google Trends index which aggregates the frequencies of all the keywords, we
maintain the frequencies per keyword to examine the possible nuances between words. Although the
assumption is that all associations of the words should follow the same direction, this needs to be
con�rmed by considering each word individually. GTIunijat is a predictor containing the Google Trends
values of the keywords by themselves for Japan during year t (i.e., not specifying the European
destination). GTIdestjat is the relative search intensity in Japan for the country names (e.g., ‘France’ but
without another keyword). OLS linear regression is used for the periods 2006-2019 and 2011-2019 but
with two predictors: GTIbiljat + GTIunijat x GTIdestjat. 

Compared to moving from Germany to France for instance, migrating from Japan to Europe requires
more planning both due to the distance (both Euclidean and cultural) involved and the additional
paperwork compared to within-Schengen movement. To capture this preparation phase, the models are
run again with a one-year time lag (yt-1) for Germany, France, the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom.
Because monthly data are available for Belgium, the number of lags is increased and delays of three, six,
nine, and twelve months between searching and moving are examined for this country. 

In a third search action, we only focus on the country and city names. Instead of examining general
searches, a built-in tool by Google Trends is used that categorizes searches in speci�c categories. The
data are extracted based on four categories: 1) all categories, 2) business and industrial, 3) jobs and
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education, and 4) law and government. The resulting time series only take into account searches related
to the speci�ed categories and are thus not limited to exact words.[3] These are analyzed with OLS linear
regression with predictor GTIdestjat.

Next, the �rst analysis is repeated but the country names are exchanged with a key city from each
country. As re�ected in the literature, cities such as Paris, Düsseldorf or Brussels are known within their
respective countries and Japan as featuring a relatively established Japanese community and may serve
as a prime destination for Japanese immigrants. We examine if these city names can serve as proxies for
country names. Some keywords practically make more sense on a regional/city level. For instance, when
searching for accommodation it can be assumed that people do this at the level of a city and do not just
look for a place to stay anywhere in the country. Here we focus on one predictor GTIbiljat and analyze the
predictive strength via OLS linear regression for 2011 to 2019.

Finally, as a �fth step, the search location is changed from Japan to each of the �ve European countries
(cod). This translates into searching how frequently Japanese words were searched for in European
countries. In this step, only the Japanese keywords are used without the European country or city name.
These are analyzed for both periods starting in 2006 and 2011 via OLS linear regression with predictor
GTIunicodt. The inspiration for this reversed approach can be found in Connor’s research [17]. We assume
that after people have moved, they still need to search for information that may be captured by Google
(e.g., where the embassy is to arrange visa formalities, looking for a job, how tax works, and more). 

Throughout the above analyses, linear regression is used for a number of reasons. One of which is that
linear regression is used in comparable research [1, 6, 9, 54] and this research also aims to �nd out how
replicable these techniques are to other cases. Another reason is that it conceptually follows the logic of
migration aspirations: More people aspiring to migrate means more people searching for information.
Increases/decreases in these numbers ought to be followed by increases/decreases in real mobility,
potentially after some delay. Whereas other research makes use of a narrower, more targeted range of
methods and data, there is no prior research which can be used as a guideline for analyzing Japanese
immigration. Consequently, this research opts to explore several ways of searching for predictive strength
by using a wide range of Google search terms.

4The United Kingdom’s O�ce for National Statistics has monthly numbers, but these are not split
between citizenship or countries of origin and are consequently not suitable for this paper.

5An exception are the numbers for asylum seekers and refugees which are monitored more closely.

6The immigration �ow from Japan to Germany for 2019 was lacking in the OECD dataset at the time of
consultation and was supplemented with data generated by the German Federal Statistical O�ce (set
12711-0007).

7Some selection bias is expected due to differences in digital literacy and access to technology. This
second part, however, is not a concern when dealing with Japan. According to the ITU (International
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Telecommunication Union), a specialized department for information and communication technologies
by the UN, Japan has a 3G mobile coverage of 100%, and a 4G mobile coverage of 99% of the population
(2019 and 2017 respectively), so the basic network is well established. Active subscriptions follow the
same trend: 203 active mobile-broadband subscriptions per 100 inhabitants and 34 �xed subscriptions
per 100 inhabitants in 2019 [32]. 

8 These are words with a different meaning but the same or similar sound.

9Whereas the basic sets (roughly 2000 characters) are learned in school, a complete list of kanji existing
in Japanese would range from 40,000 to more than 75,000 unique characters. Diverging pro�ciency is
illustrated by a nationally organized kanji-exam (kanji kentei) aimed at Japanese of all ages and levels.
631,521 people registered for the second round in 2020, but only 10.9% could pass the most di�cult �rst
grade [41]. 

10For Belgium, the monthly time series are used. For other countries these are aggregated to yearly ones.

11We only follow the researchers’ principle of constructing Google Trends indexes but not the analysis
since they used Google Trends as part of a model rather than by itself. In this research, we are more
concerned with the keywords, so our emphasis differs.

5. Results

5.1 Google Trends and the Japanese writing system
5.1.1 Kango or Sino-Japanese vocabulary

Google searches of Sino-Japanese words (24 out of 30) are predominantly performed in kanji (see Table
2). For 13 out of 24 keywords, the search frequency in Google for inputs in hiragana, katakana, and
rōmaji is equal to or lower than 1 on a scale from 0 to 100 which means they are barely used relative to
the kanji version. Seven of the 24 keywords are predominantly searched for in kanji, but also show some
frequencies for inputs in hiragana albeit much lower. Each of the remaining four variations is unique in
the sample of keywords: one keyword is not searched for enough so there is no result in Google Trends,
another features some small �uctuations not only in hiragana but also katakana, and a third also in
rōmaji. A �nal keyword, kika, meaning ‘naturalization’ (of, for instance, citizenship), results in more
hiragana than kanji searches. From this initial analysis, we conclude that for kango or Sino-Japanese
word searches in Google trends the predominant writing system for Japanese input is kanji.
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Table 2
Number of successful Google Trends keyword extractions per writing system

1. Only kanji 13

2. Predominantly kanji, and small �uctuations in hiragana 7

3. Predominantly kanji, and small �uctuations in hiragana, katakana, and romaji 1

4. Predominantly kanji, and �uctuations in hiragana and katakana 1

5. Predominantly hiragana, and �uctuations in kanji 1

6. No result 1

Total 24

5.1.2 Katakana loanwords

The list of words for this category is more limited and includes loanwords such as ‘visa’, ‘hotel’, or
‘internship’. Here, transcription in kanji is not possible (a kanji equivalent does not exist), so only a
comparison with hiragana and rōmaji can be made. Google searches of these kinds of words appear to
be done overwhelmingly in katakana. Both inputs in hiragana and rōmaji do not show up in Google
Trends.

For the next steps of the analysis, Sino-Japanese words can be input in kanji, and loanwords in katakana.

5.2 Predicting migration with Google Trends data
In this section, �rst the results of the search actions of keywords in Google Trends are discussed,
followed by the potential for predicting migration with these data.

5.2.1 Searching for migration

The number of positive hits, that is when the input of the keyword (and country/city) in Google Trends
generates a usable time series of relative search frequencies, depends on the country or city name used.
Bilateral searches (both place name and keyword combined - GTIbiljat) have the highest success rates
(56%) for France and Germany. Belgium, although similar to the Netherlands in terms of population size,
has a much lower success rate than its Northern neighbor in generating usable Google Trends data (10%
vs 29%). Combinations with city names instead of country names, have a low success rate for
Amsterdam, Brussels, and Düsseldorf (2–4%), whereas Paris and London score relatively well (33% and
36% respectively). Focusing only on the country name (GTIdestjat) or the keywords (GTIunijat) always
generated results. Finally, when searching for just the Japanese keywords but changing the search
location from Japan to the European countries of destination (GTIunicodt), there was a low success rate
for Belgium (9%) in generating usable time series, and higher rates for the other four countries, with the
United Kingdom on top (67%) (see supplementary data).

5.2.2 Predicting migration
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Following the mixed quality of data that are extracted from Google Trends, we can expect considerable
differences between the countries in coe�cients of determination (R² values), indicating correlations
between searches (and aspirations) and mobility. In table 3 only keywords with the highest R² are
included to maintain the overview. First, the correlations between the keywords and country names, and
Japanese immigration �ow �gures are examined (analysis I). Overall, the associations between searches
and Japanese migration �ows are best for Germany and the Netherlands. For Germany, the highest R²
value of 0.678 is for the search terms related to ‘welfare’ from 2006 through 2019, 0.697 is for ‘visa’, and
0.621 for a compound keyword consisting of ‘applicant + recruitment + employment’ in the period 2011–
2019. For the Netherlands in the period 2006–2019, we note the highest R² for the search term capturing
various con�gurations of the term ‘migration’ (0.686). The results for the period 2011–2019 show an R²
of 0.969 for ‘visa’ and 0.787 for ‘migration’ (see Fig. 2 for a visual representation of ‘visa’).

Figure 2 Japanese migration �ow to the Netherlands (blue) versus 'visa' searches (grey)

More surprising is the lack of correlations found for keywords combined with ‘France’. Despite the high
success rate in extracting data from Google Trends, only the Japanese word ‘migration’ resulted in an R²
higher than 0.5 (0.522). Lastly, when examining the correlations of Google searches and migration �ows
to the United Kingdom, only ‘airline ticket’ and ‘studying abroad’ resulted in R² values higher than 0.5 for
the period 2011–2019 (0.598 and 0.567 respectively).

While R² values are informative and have been used in prior research to indicate correlations between
Google Trends and migration, they do not explain the complete situation. For the logic of migration
aspirations which are translated into search action and movement to make sense in this analysis, the
regression coe�cient should be positive since more searches lead to more movement. Table 3 shows this
is not always the case. Negative coe�cients are interspersed with positive ones, signifying that
sometimes a higher search frequency correlates with a lower movement.

In the second approach, a predictor in the form of the interaction term GTIunijat x GTIdestjat is added and
the correlations with o�cial immigration �gures are examined. Table 3 shows the overall �t in most
cases improving by adding this interaction term. For Germany, there are four words with a coe�cient of
determination above 0.8 in the 2006 period. And whereas for the 2011 dataset the prediction power is
lower, there are signi�cantly more words that have a high R² value compared to just the predictor GTIbiljat.
The predictive strength for the Netherlands is higher as well, but for several words, the added interaction
term does not increase prediction power (e.g., ‘visa’ or ‘migration’). The results for France and the United
Kingdom are also mixed. The regression coe�cient for the �rst predictor again shows opposite signs for
some words, and the second predictor mainly shows coe�cients of zero or close to zero. Therefore, these
belie the fact that all keywords capture the same aspirations.

When repeating this analysis after introducing lag between searching and moving, there is an increase in
the coe�cient of determination for Germany, reaching the levels of prediction found by Golenveaux et al.
and Böhme et al. [23, 9] (e.g., for ‘economy’). However, the coe�cients are predominantly negative. So,
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translating this to searching and migrating would mean that more searches of these keywords result in
less migration. For France, prediction power of the keywords decreases when the period 2006–2019 is
analyzed but increases for the period 2011–2019 with the words for ‘moving (between houses)’ and
‘contract’ resulting in an R² value of 0.838 and 0.826 respectively. For the Netherlands, some words
switch places in the ranking: ‘visa’ was the best predictor in the previous models but now ranks last
among those words with a coe�cient of determination higher than 0.5. ‘Employment’ now has the best
predictive power (0.832). Adding lag for the United Kingdom has mixed results. Overall predictive strength
remains mediocre, but the successful words are more work-related.

Table 3 Results of the OLS models for different keywords combined with different country names and
with one year lag for different keywords combined with different country names (predictor GTIbiljat;
predictors GTIbiljat and GTIunijat x GTIdestjat - dependent variable: number of moves from Japan to
European countries)

In a third analysis, we examine if migration can be predicted by relying on Google’s in-built algorithm
instead of combining place names with keywords. For this, search data in speci�c categories as
designated by Google are extracted (see supplementary data). While we managed to extract time series
from Google Trends for each instance, none of the coe�cients of determination are high. Only searches
for ‘Germany’ for the period 2006–2019 in the categories jobs and education and law and government
result in an R² value higher than 0.5 (0.582 and 0.541). However, in this case, the regression coe�cients
are negative (-5.741 and − 7.648), thus not matching the hypothesis that more Google searches, as a
proxy for migration aspirations, result in more mobility.

Following the fourth approach, the �rst analysis is repeated but country names are replaced by city
names Amsterdam, Brussels, Düsseldorf, London, and Paris (see supplementary data). Compared to the
countries (except for Belgium), cities show a lower predictive power. Only for London can we �nd a
correlation with an R² value above 0.5 (0.545 for the keyword ‘studying abroad’). For the other search
terms the quality of the data was too low to conduct any meaningful analysis (i.e., containing a large
number of months with 0 relative search frequencies).

The last analysis substitutes Japan as the search location in Google Trends for the European countries of
destination (table 4). The results regarding the strength of prediction are in line with those of the �rst
analysis. Only several keywords result in fairly high R² values. Perhaps more strikingly, the regression
coe�cients are all positive and consequently �t the search-to-action hypothesis. The best results are for
Germany and the Netherlands. In Germany, mainly the words for ‘money’ and ‘moving’ contain predictive
strength (0.769 and 0.750). In the Netherlands, it is the Japanese word for ‘work’ or ‘job’ that has the best
predictive power (R² of 0.577 and 0.808 for the periods starting in 2006 and 2011 respectively – see
supplementary data for a visual representation). It should be noted that most of the words that contain
predictive power differ from those in the earlier analyses. The predictive strength for the United Kingdom
and France is likewise poor, with R² values staying below 0.6.
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In none of the above analyses was there any useable result for Belgium which can be expected
considering the low number of useable keywords found before.
12We explored the variation of these categories also with the set of key terms but found that Google
would restrict the searches to a level that most results became unusable. As such, we do not cover this
side-investigation here.

13See the supplementary material for tables split between analysis and covering additional key words.

6. Discussion And Conclusion
This study aims to examine Japanese immigration to Europe as a new context in which to empirically
investigate alternative data sources such as Google Trends. A �rst aim was to examine to what extent
language writing systems impact online searches conducted with Google, and by extension the data used
for estimating immigration �ows. Next, we examined whether Google Trends data can function as a tool
for predicting Japanese immigration �ows to European countries signaling migration aspirations.

The �ndings indicate that the speci�c writing system is of consequence in this case. For non-Latin
scripts, it is advisable to conduct a preparatory study of the different writing systems, especially if the
researcher is less familiar with its peculiarities. While the results for Japanese suggest that the writing
system we logically expect for each word can be safely used (e.g., kanji for Sino-Japanese words, and
katakana for loanwords), there are exceptions. For instance, the word   (kika) featured a higher
frequency in hiragana than the kanji equivalent   which can be explained by the signi�cant number of
homophones for this word. In other words, it is plausible that people searching in Japanese use the
hiragana form because the correct kanji are less known. 

In all, research that uses Google Trends data would bene�t from the additional step of analyzing the
different ways of inputting keywords. This conclusion is a tentative one and may be speci�c to the
Japanese language. Google’s algorithms are proprietary, so it is di�cult to come to generalizable
�ndings. Also, this challenge can lessen over time as AI-powered translation engines become more
powerful and inputs different writing systems may become combined in singular search terms. 

Compared to similar exercises in other research [9, 23, 54] the success rate of the prediction analyses here
is lower. A �rst contextual limitation can be found in the immigration �ows from Japan. Not only are
these �ows rather stable with little variation, but they are also limited compared to the total Japanese
population (126 million in 2019, World Bank). This �rst point makes statistical analysis challenging. The
second point is relevant for using Google Trends since it relies on relative search frequencies. As such, the
keywords need to be searched su�ciently compared to all other Google searches within Japan to
generate usable results. Consequently, if a thousand people (roughly the yearly �ow from Japan to the
Netherlands or Belgium) Google information related to migrating, this could be too small a number
compared to 126 million people Googling other things. This explains why several Google Trends keyword
extractions were not successful.
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There is also a cultural aspect to a certain subsection of Japanese migration which may limit the
usability of this investigation. Japanese companies are highly regulated, compartmentalized, and
process-bound [27, 45]. Consequently, most aspects of company and even private life are taken care of by
departments rather than the individual. Speci�cally for expats, it is primarily the HR department that is in
charge of the preparations for employees moving to Europe. These departments in turn consult
specialized �rms that deal with the paperwork for visa applications, shipping personal items and more.
The specialists employed by these �rms may have little need for Google: Contacts at the embassy may
be stored in Outlook, so there is no need to Google ‘embassy’ to look up contact information. Draft and
blank forms for visa applications and templates for moving companies may be stored on a local server,
similarly bypassing the need for Google search. This may explain the low search frequencies and
consequently the lack of predictive power of Google Trends for Japanese immigration �ows. However,
these limitations are not yet substantiated by any further empirical investigation so they should be
approached with care. 

With regards to methodological limitations, the analyses performed here are relatively straightforward.
More complex modeling may reveal other useful aspects such as reductions in estimation errors which
are more di�cult to identify here (for instance, see [9, 30]). Future research may also opt to focus on
countries with available monthly data to examine the different lags more in detail and obtain an overall
more thorough picture of migration �ows.

Aside from these limitations, we identify several �ndings. First of all, in the analyses, the useful keywords
differ between countries. The word ‘visa’ is a strong performer, resulting in the highest predictive value for
the Netherlands (0.969) but less so for other countries. This shows the need to carefully curate keywords,
and not to rely solely on lists generated by previous research or online tools.

Also, this method can work for smaller migration �ows. The strongest predictor was found for the
Netherlands despite its much smaller immigration �ow from Japan (on average yearly 1296 people
compared to 6898 to Germany over the same 15-year period. While it was more challenging to �nd usable
Google search data for smaller countries, carefully curating keywords can result in good predictive
performance.

In addition, ‘visa’ resulted in a good prediction for the period 2011 to 2019 for the Netherlands but was not
usable for the period 2006-2019. Similarly, when the interaction term was added, we found fewer results
for the United Kingdom during the period starting in 2006 compared to the period starting in 2011. This
shows that the time period used to analyze Google Trends data can have a distinct impact on predictive
power, and consequently on research using these data in general.

Lag between search and movement also had signi�cant effects. For France (2011-2019), the predictive
power increased substantially after introducing a one-year lag. We also see that the most suitable words
change after introducing this lag. In the Netherlands, words such as ‘employment’, ‘economy’ and
‘expenses’ seem to matter more before mobility, whereas without lag words such as ‘visa’ and ‘airline
ticket’ suit the immigration data better. This �nding may substantiate the hypothesis that speci�c
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keywords re�ect speci�c phases leading up to migration (changing aspirations). Words such as
‘employment’, ‘economy’ and ‘expenses’ signify a preparatory phase with individuals researching the
future location (how is the economy, the employment situation, etc.) thus signaling immigration
aspirations. Words such as ‘visa’ and ‘airline ticket’ searched later may signal increasingly crystalizing
aspirations, leading to concrete plans and preparations (e.g., getting a visa, buying a plane ticket). With
careful tuning, it appears Google Trends data hold promise as a data source contributing to the
expansion of the aspirations-(cap)ability approach as proposed by Carling [12] and de Haas [20-21].

Analyzing Japanese words in the countries of destination was on average more successful, particularly
considering the overall positive regression coe�cient. This �nding links back to the �rst research aim
concerning language. Not only does the input matter, but also where we search. It is possible to predict
migration by using a language or writing system not used by the local population to identify migrant
groups and their search actions, echoing some of Connor’s �ndings [17]. A possible explanation for this
may be that some information is (also) searched after arrival (e.g., opening hours of the embassy or job
positions). Part of this could also be explained by expats searching for information for family members
who often join them with some delay. Focusing on this type of analysis where keywords in the language
of the migrant are examined in the arrival country is a promising avenue for future research. 

Using main cities of destination as proxies for country names or just using country names and Google
Trends categories to capture related search queries produced no usable results. This may be due to the
relatively small immigration �ows and could work better for forecasting tourism and shorter stays in
Europe [36]. Also, despite having a similar Japanese immigration �ow to the Netherlands, Google search
frequencies and predictions for immigration to Belgium were poor in all �ve analyses. 

Perhaps the strongest admonition is that the effect of search frequencies on mobility was often not
positive. For some cases, we can imagine how increased searches may capture (or result into) anxiety
about mobility. Information may confront a searcher with potential di�culties. For instance, job hunting
in Japan differs considerably from that in Europe. Searching for the speci�c procedures online may put
potential applicants off, resulting in a repression of migration aspirations. Furthermore, most of these
negative effects were found in the interaction term (GTIunijat x GTIdestjat) which does not speci�cally
capture the keywords in conjunction with the migration location as the predictor (GTIbiljat) in the �rst
analysis does. Considering the small migration �ows, a completely unrelated trend may be captured by
this predictor. 

In conclusion, Google search data can be used as an alternative data source for predicting migration, but
there are challenges depending on the context. The current research presents a speci�c case with mixed
results. While we �nd it is possible to predict some migration �ows from Japan to Europe, this prediction
power is highly speci�c to destination, time frame, and in particular, the keywords used. Certain cultural
limitations which are absent in previous research should be carefully considered as well, thus making
migration research with Google Trends a worthwhile but challenging option. 
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Figures

Figure 1

Google Trends image capture comparing the search frequencies of the same word in kanji, hiragana,
katakana, rōmaji (Hepburn), and rōmaji (Nihon Shiki)

Source: Image captured from trends.google.com
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Figure 2

Japanese migration �ow to the Netherlands (blue) versus 'visa' searches (grey)
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